SkySpecs Automated Robotic Inspections

The Fastest, Most Precise Blade Inspection on the Market

SkySpecs' inspections remove human error and enable a fast, accurate, and safe inspection that minimizes downtime and provides high-quality, easily accessible data on your critical assets.

Learn More About Our Inspections

Drone takes 3D model of turbine in real time

Camera settings adjust automatically, without human input

Stop turbine in single orientation without pitching the blades

Data is automatically uploaded to the cloud; data is viewable immediately after uploading to Horizon

Flies in up to 15 m/s steady winds

info@skyspecs.com
Onshore and Offshore Experts

100,300+
Wind turbines inspected to date

1,235+
Unique wind farms inspected globally

24
Record for Offshore Inspections per day

35
Record for Onshore Inspections per day

95%
Reduction in downtime compared to a manual inspection

30
Countries in which we work today

Contact SkySpecs to learn more about Renewables Powered by Robotics.

www.skyspecs.com
info@skyspecs.com
Automating wind farms of the future.

Get A Quote Now

Follow us on LinkedIn
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